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Abstract—We show that the rank of a depth-3 circuit
(over any field) that is simple, minimal and zero is at
most O(k3 log d). The previous best rank bound known was
2O(k2)(log d)k−2 by Dvir and Shpilka (STOC 2005). This
almost resolves the rank question first posed by Dvir and
Shpilka (as we also provide a simple and minimal identity
of rank Ω(k log d)).

Our rank bound significantly improves (dependence onk

exponentially reduced) the best known deterministic black-
box identity tests for depth-3 circuits by Karnin and Shpilka
(CCC 2008). Our techniques also shed light on the factorization
pattern of nonzero depth-3 circuits, most strikingly: the rank
of linear factors of a simple, minimal and nonzero depth-3
circuit (over any field) is at most O(k3 log d).

The novel feature of this work is a new notion of maps
between sets of linear forms, calledideal matchings, used to
study depth-3 circuits. We prove interesting structural results
about depth-3 identities using these techniques. We believe that
these can lead to the goal of a deterministic polynomial time
identity test for these circuits.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Polynomial identity testing (PIT) ranks as one of the most
important open problems in the intersection of algebra and
computer science. We are provided an arithmetic circuit that
computes a polynomialp(x1, x2, · · · , xn) over a field F,
and we wish to test ifp is identically zero (or in other
words, ifp is the zero polynomial). In the black-box setting,
the circuit is provided as a black-box and we are only
allowed to evaluate the polynomialp at various domain
points. The main goal is to devise a deterministic polynomial
time algorithm for PIT. Kabanets & Impagliazzo [1] and
Agrawal [2] have shown connections between deterministic
algorithms for identity testing and circuit lower bounds,
emphasizing the importance of this problem.

The first randomized polynomial time PIT algorithm,
which was a black-box algorithm, was given (independently)
by Schwartz [3] and Zippel [4]. Randomized algorithms
that use less randomness were given by Chen & Kao [5],
Lewin & Vadhan [6], and Agrawal & Biswas [7]. Klivans
and Spielman [8] observed that even for depth-3 circuits for
bounded top fanin, deterministic identity testing was open.
Progress towards this was first made by Dvir and Shpilka [9],
who gave a quasi-polynomial time algorithm, although with
a doubly-exponential dependence on the top fanin. The

problem was resolved by a polynomial time algorithm given
by Kayal and Saxena [10], with a running time exponential
in the top fanin. For a special case of depth-4 circuits,
Saxena [11] has designed a deterministic polynomial time
algorithm for PIT. Why is progress restricted to small depth
circuits? Agrawal and Vinay [12] recently showed that an
efficient black-box identity test for depth-4 circuits will
actually give a quasi-polynomial black-box test for circuits
of all depths.

For deterministic black-box testing, the first results were
given by Karnin and Shpilka [13]. Based on results in [9],
they gave an algorithm for depth-3 circuits having a quasi-
polynomial running time (with a doubly-exponential depen-
dence on the top fanin) One of the consequences of our
result will be a significant improvement in the running time
of their deterministic black-box tests.

This work focuses on depth-3 circuits. A structural study
of depth-3 identities was initiated in [9] by defining a notion
of rank of simpleand minimal identities. A depth-3 circuit
C over a fieldF is:

C(x1, . . . , xn) =

k
∑

i=1

Ti

where,Ti (a multiplication term) is a product ofdi linear
polynomials ℓi,j over F. Note that for the purposes of
studying identities we can assume wlog (byhomogenization)
thatℓi,j ’s are linearforms(i.e. linear polynomials with a zero
constant coefficient) and thatd1 = · · · = dk =: d. Such a
circuit is referred to as aΣΠΣ(k, d) circuit, wherek is the
top fanin of C and d is the degreeof C. We give a few
definitions from [9].

Definition 1. [Simple Circuits] C is asimplecircuit if there
is no nonzero linear form dividing all theTi’s.

[Minimal Circuits] C is a minimal circuit if for every
proper subsetS ⊂ [k],

∑

i∈S Ti is nonzero.
[Rank of a circuit] Every ℓi,j can be seen as ann-

dimensional vector overF. Therankof the circuit,rank(C),
is defined as the rank of the set of all linear formsℓi,j ’s
viewed asn-dimensional vectors.

Can all the formsℓi,j be independent, or must there be
relations between them? The rank can be interpreted as the
minimum number of variables that are required to express



C. There exists a linear transformation converting then
variables of the circuit intorank(C) independent variables.
A trivial bound on the rank (for anyΣΠΣ-circuit) is kd,
since that is the total number of linear forms involved inC.
The rank is a fundamental property of aΣΠΣ(k, d) circuit
and it is crucial to understand how large this can be for
identities. A substantially smaller rank bound thankd shows
that identities do not have as many “degrees of freedom” as
general circuits, and leads to deterministic identity tests1.
Furthermore, the techniques used to prove rank bounds
show us structural properties of identities that may suggest
directions to resolve PIT forΣΠΣ(k, d) circuits.

Dvir and Shplika [9] proved that the rank is bounded
by 2O(k2)(log d)k−2, and this bound is translated to a
poly(n)exp(2O(k2)(log d)k−1) time black-box identity tester
by Karnin and Shpilka [13]. In an interesting recent de-
velopment, Kayal and Saraf [14] prove that the rank can
be bounded by2O(k log k) (independent ofd) when the
underlying field is R. This also translates to black-box
identity testers (only overR and Q). Note that whenk is
larger thanlog d, these bounds are trivial.

Our present understanding ofΣΠΣ(k, d) identities is very
poor whenk is larger than a constant. We present the first
result in this direction.

Theorem 2 (Main Theorem). The rank of a simple and
minimal ΣΠΣ(k, d) identity (over any field) isO(k3 log d).

This gives an exponential improvement on the previously
known dependence onk, and is strictly better than the
previous rank bound for everyk > 3. We also give a simple
construction of identities with rankΩ(k log d), showing
that the above theorem is almost optimal. Note that this
construction is over finite fields, and does not work for
all fields. Indeed, as mentioned above, the result of Kayal
and Saraf [14] show that the rank (when the field isR)
is independent ofd. We can interpret the main theorem
as saying that any simple and minimalΣΠΣ(k, d) identity
can be expressed usingO(k3 log d) independent variables.
One of the most interesting features of this result is a novel
technique developed to study depth-3 circuits. We introduce
the concepts ofideal matchingsand ordered matchings,
that allow us to analyze the structure of depth-3 identities.
These matchings are studied in detail to get the rank bound.
Along the way we initiate a theory of matchings, viewing a
matching as a natural map between two sets of linear forms.

Why are the simplicity and minimality restrictions
required? Take the non-simpleΣΠΣ(2, d) identity
(x1x2 · · ·xd) − (x1x2 · · ·xd). This has rankd. Similarly,
we can take the non-minimalΣΠΣ(4, d + 1) identity
(y1y2 · · · yd)(x1 − x1) + (z1z2 · · · zd)(x2 − x2) that has
rank (2d + 2). In some sense, these restrictions only ignore
identities that are composed of smaller identities.

1We usually do not get a polynomial time algorithm.

A. Consequences

Apart from being an interesting structural result about
ΣΠΣ identities, we can use the rank bound to get nice
algorithmic results. Our rank bound immediately gives faster
deterministic black-box identity tests forΣΠΣ(k, d) circuits.
A direct application of Lemma 4.10 in [13] to our rank
bound gives an exponential improvement in the dependence
of k compared to previous black-box testers (that had a
running time of poly(n)exp(2O(k2)(log d)k−1)).

Theorem 3. There is a deterministic black-box identity
tester forΣΠΣ(k, d) circuits (over any field) that runs in
poly(n, dk3 log d) time.

The above black-box tester is now much closer in com-
plexity to the bestnon black-box tester known (poly(n, dk)
time by [10]).

Although it is not immediate from Theorem 2, our tech-
nique also provides an interesting algebraic result about
polynomials computed by simple, minimal, and nonzero
ΣΠΣ(k, d) circuits2. Consider such a circuitC that com-
putes a polynomialp(x1, · · · , xn). Let us factorizep into
∏

i qi, where eachqi is a nonconstant and irreducible poly-
nomial. We denote byL(p) the set oflinear factors of p
(that is,qi ∈ L(p) iff qi|p is linear).

Theorem 4. If p is computed by a simple, minimal, nonzero
ΣΠΣ(k, d) circuit (over any field) then the rank ofL(p) is
at mostk3 log d.

Section II contains the proof of our main theorem. We first
give some basic definitions and then provide an intuitive
picture of our ideas (Section II-A). We then explain our
main tool of ideal matchings(Section II-B). We move to
Section II-C where the concepts ofordered matchingsand
simple parts of circuitsare introduced. We describe our
proof in terms of an iterative procedure in Section II-D.
Everything is put together in Section II-E to bound the rank
and complete the proof of the main theorem. Finally (it
should hopefully be obvious by then) in Section II-F, we
show how to apply our techniques to prove Theorem 4. In
Section III, we construct a family of identities with rank
Ω(k log d). For the sake of clarity and because of space
constraints, we omit some proof details that can be found in
the full version3.

II. RANK BOUND

Our technique to bound the rank ofΣΠΣ identities relies
mainly on two notions -form-idealsandmatchingsby them
- that occur naturally in studying aΣΠΣ circuit C. Using
these tools we can do a surgery on the circuitC and

2Here we can also consider circuits where the different terms in C have
different degrees. The parameterd is then an upper bound on the degree
of C.

3Full version is available at
http://www.math.uni-bonn.de/people/saxena/research.html.



extract out smaller circuits and smaller identities. Before
explaining our basic idea we need to develop a small theory
of matchings and definegcd and simpleparts of asubcircuit
in that framework. We set down some preliminary definitions
before giving an imprecise, yet intuitive explanation of our
idea and an overall picture of how we bound the rank.

We will denote the set{1, . . . , n} by [n]. We fix the
base field to beF, so the circuits compute multivariate
polynomials in thepolynomial ringR := F[x1, . . . , xn].

A linear form is a linear polynomial in R. We
will denote the set of all linear forms byL(R) :=
{∑n

i=1 aixi | a1, . . . , an ∈ F}. Much of what we do shall
deal with sets of linear forms, and various maps between
them. A list L of linear forms is a multi-set of forms with
an arbitrary order associated with them. The actual ordering
is unimportant : we will heavily use maps between lists, and
the ordering allows us to define these maps unambiguously.

Definition 5. We collect some important definitions :

[Multiplication term] A multiplication term f is an
expression inR given as (the product may have repeated
ℓ’s): f := c ·∏ℓ∈S ℓ, wherec ∈ F∗ and S is a list of linear
forms. Thelist of linear forms inf , L(f), is just the list
S of forms occurring in the product above. For a listS of
linear forms we define themultiplication term ofS, M(S),
as

∏

ℓ∈S ℓ or 1 if S = φ.

[Forms in a Circuit] We will represent aΣΠΣ(k, d)
circuit C as a sum ofk multiplication terms of degreed,
C =

∑k

i=1 Ti. The list of linear forms occurring inC is
L(C) :=

⋃

i∈[k] L(Ti). Note that L(C) is a list of size
exactly kd. The rank of C, rank(C), is just the number
of linearly independent linear forms inL(C). (Remark: for
the purposes of this paperTi’s are given in the ”input” as
a circuit and thusL(Ti) is unambiguously defined)

[Similar forms] For any two polynomialsf, g ∈ R we
call f similar to g if there existsc ∈ F∗ such thatf = cg.
We sayf is similar to g mod I, for some idealI of R, if
there is ac ∈ F∗ such thatf = cg (modI). We also denote
this byf ∼ g (modI) or f is I-similar to g.

[Similar lists] Let S1 = (a1, . . . , ad) and S2 =
(b1, . . . , bd) be two lists of linear forms with a bijection
π between them.S1 and S2 are called similar underπ if
for all i ∈ [d], ai is similar to π(ai). Any two lists of linear
forms are calledsimilar if there exists such aπ.

[Form-ideal] A form-ideal I is the ideal(I) of R gen-
erated by some nonemptyI ⊆ L(R). Note that ifI = {0}
thena ≡ b(modI) simply means thata = b absolutely.

[Span sp(S)] For any S ⊆ L(R) we let sp(S) ⊆ L(R)
be thelinear spanof the linear forms inS over the fieldF.

[Orthogonal sets of forms] Let S1, . . . , Sm be sets of
linear forms for m ≥ 2. We call S1, . . . , Sm orthogonal
if for all m′ ∈ [m − 1]: sp

(
⋃

j∈[m′] Sj

)

∩ sp(Sm′+1) =

{0}. Similarly, we can defineorthogonality of form-ideals
I1, . . . , Im.

We state a simple fact (proof omitted) that shall be used
later.

Fact 6. Let I1, I2 be two orthogonal form-ideals ofR and
let D be a ΣΠΣ(k, d) circuit such thatL(D) has all its
linear forms insp(I1). If D ≡ 0 (modI2) thenD = 0.

A. Intuition

We iteratively construct a small basis for the forms in
L(C) through a procedure. At any intermediate stage, we
have a partial basisB of forms with the corresponding nodes
(we use node and form interchangeably). In each round, we
add some forms toB, and increase the number of forms
in L(C) spanned by this partial basis. We are trying to
prove that the rank iskO(1) log d, when the total number
of forms is kd. Roughly speaking, for everykO(1) forms
we add toB, we need to show that the number of forms
in sp(B)∩L(C) will double. It will be convenient to think
of this combinatorially. There arek groups ofd nodes, so
each node corresponds to a form and each group represents
a term4.

One of the main conceptual contributions of this work
is the idea ofmatchings. Suppose we have two terms that
sum to zero, i.e.T1 + T2 = 0. By unique factorization of
polynomials, for every formℓ ∈ T1, there is a unique form
m ∈ T2 such thatℓ ∼ m. By associating the forms inT1

to those inT2, we create amatchingbetween the forms in
these two groups (or terms).

Supposek = 3, so C ≡ T1 + T2 + T3 = 0. We look
at C modulo various forms inL(T1), to generate simpler
circuits to analyze. Similar ideas were used by Dvir and
Shpilka [9] for their rank bound. Takingq ∈ L(T3), we look
at C(mod q) which givesT1 + T2 = 0(mod q). By unique
factorization of polynomials moduloq, we get aq-matching.
Suppose(ℓ,m) is an edge in this matching. This implies that
if q is added toB and ℓ is already insp(B), thenm must
also be insp(B). Supposeq /∈ sp(B). We will prove that if
we addq to B, then the size ofsp(B) ∩L(C) will double.
This will be proven using properties of theq-matching. For
this case ofk = 3, the logarithmic rank bound was there
in a lemma of Dvir and Shpilka [9], though they did not
present the proof idea in this form, in particular, their rank
bound grew to(log d)2 for k = 4.

The major difficulty arises when we try to push these
arguments for higher values ofk. Let us go tok = 4. The
first attempt is to take a formq ∈ T4 and look atC(mod q)
as a fanin3 circuit. Can we now simply apply the above
argument recursively, and cover all the forms inT1∪T2∪T3?
No, the possible lack of simplicity inC(mod q) blocks this
simple idea. It may be the case thatT1, T2 andT3 have no

4A form that appears many times corresponds to that many nodes.



common factors, but once we go moduloq, there could be
many common factors! (For example, letq = x1. Modulo
q, the formsx1 + x2 and x2 would be common factors.)
The previous rank bound used some kind of a recursive
construction, because of which the parameterk came in the
exponent of the rank bound. We perform a careful iterative
analysis that keeps track of many relations between the linear
forms. This allows us to get a stronger bound fork > 3.

Our main goal is to deal with the casek > 3. The overall
picture is still the same. We keep updating a partial basisS
for L(C). This process goes through variousrounds, each
round consisting ofiterations. At the end of each round,
we obtain a form-idealI that is orthogonal toS. In the first
iteration of a round, we choose a formℓ1 in L(C) that is not
in sp(S), and add it toI. We look at the identityC(mod ℓ1)
in the next iteration and try to repeat this step. The top fan-
in has decreased since at least one multiplication term is
identically zero(mod ℓ1). The major obstacle to proceeding
is that our circuit is not simple any more, because there
can be common factors among multiplication terms modulo
ℓ1. Suppose that a formv is now a common factor. That
means, in every non-zero term(mod ℓ1), there is a form
that is similar tov modulo ℓ1. So these forms can beℓ1-
matched to each other! We have converted the obstacle into
some kind of a partial matching, which we can hopefully
exploit.

Let us go back toC(mod ℓ1). Let us remove all common
factors from this circuit. This stripped down identity circuit
is thesimplepart, denoted bysim(Cmod ℓ1). The removed
portion, called thegcd part, is referred to asgcd(Cmod ℓ1).
By the above observation, thegcd part hasℓ1-matchings.
The forms in thegcd part arenot similar to ℓ1, because we
only look at nonzero terms inC(mod ℓ1). Having (some-
what) dealt withgcd(Cmod ℓ1) by finding I-matchings, let
us focus on the smaller circuitsim(Cmod ℓ1)

We try to find anℓ2 ∈ L(sim(Cmod ℓ1)) that is not in
sp(S∪{ℓ1}). Suppose we can find such anℓ2. Then, we add
ℓ2 to I and proceed to the next iteration. In a given iteration,
we start with a form-idealI, and a circuitsim(Cmod I).
We find a formℓ ∈ L(sim(Cmod I))\sp(S ∪ I). We add
ℓ to I (for convenience, let us setI ′ = I ∪ {ℓ}) and
look at the circuitC(mod I ′). We remove thegcd part to
get sim(Cmod I ′), and go to the next iteration withI ′

as the newI. When does this stop? If there is noℓ in
L(sim(Cmod I))\sp(S ∪ I), then this means that all of
L(sim(Cmod I) is in our current spansp(S ∪ I). Also, if
the fan-in reaches2, then we can imagine that the whole
circuit is thegcd part (due to unique factorization modI)
andsim(Cmod I) has no forms, i.e. it has degree zero. At
this stage, the round ends. When we finish a round obtaining
an idealI, there are some multiplication terms inC that are
nonzero moduloI after thegcdparts in the various iterations
are removed from these terms. These we shall refer to as
constituting theblocking subsetof [k], for that round.

Each round constructs a new form ideal, orthogonal to the
partial basis ofL(C) we already had. At the end of a round,
we have a setS, which is a partial basis. IfS does not cover
all of L(C), then we use the above process (of iterations) to
generate a form-idealI orthogonal toS. Consider two terms
Ta andTb that survive this process (modI). At each stage,
when we add a form toI, we remove forms fromTa and
Tb, I-matching them. When we stop with our form-idealI,
we can think of eachTa andTb as split into two parts : one
having forms fromsp(S∪ I)\sp(I), and the other which is
I-matched. For each orthogonal form-ideal we generate, we
match subsets of terms. We will have a lemma (Lemma 10)
that tells us that we cannot have too many such form-ideals,
leading to the rank bound.

B. Ideal Matchings

We will use the concept ofideal matchingsto develop
tools to prove Theorem 2. In this subsection, we provide
a key lemma about these matchings. Thinking of two lists
of linear forms as two sets of vertices, amatchingbetween
them signifies some linear relationship between the forms
modulo a form-ideal.

Definition 7. [Ideal matchings] Let U, V be lists of linear
forms andI be a form-ideal. Anideal matchingπ between
U, V by I is a bijectionπ between listsU, V such that: for
all ℓ ∈ U , π(ℓ) = cℓ + v for somec ∈ F∗ and v ∈ sp(I).
The matchingπ is called trivial if U, V are similar.

We will also use the terminologyI-matching betweenU
and V for the above. For convenience, we will just say
“matching” instead of “ideal matching”. LetU1 andU2 be
disjoint lists (similarly, takeV1 and V2). Let τ1 be anI-
matching fromU1 to V1 andτ2 be fromU2 to V2). We put
them together to get theI-matchingτ1⊔τ2 from U1∪U2 to
V1 ∪V2. We first provide some useful facts (proof omitted).

Fact 8. Let U, V be lists of linear forms andI be a form-
ideal. If U, V are similar then their sublistsU ′ := (ℓ ∈ U |
ℓ ∈ sp(I)) and V ′ := (ℓ ∈ V | ℓ ∈ sp(I)) are also similar.

Fact 9. Let π be a matching between lists of linear forms
U, V by I and letU ′ ⊆ U , V ′ ⊆ V be similar sublists. Then
there exists a matchingπ′ betweenU, V by I such that:U ′,
V ′ are similar underπ′.

The following lemma shows that there cannot be too
many matchings between two given nonsimilar lists of linear
forms. It is at the heart of our rank bound proof and the
reason for the logarithmic dependence of the rank on the
degree. It can be considered as an algebraic generalizationof
the combinatorial result used by Dvir & Shpilka (Corollary
2.9 of [9]).

Lemma 10. Let U, V be lists of linear forms each of size
d > 0 and I1, . . . , Ir be orthogonal form-ideals such that



for all i ∈ [r], there is a matchingπi betweenU, V by Ii.
If r > (log2 d + 2) thenU, V are similar lists.

Proof: Let U1 ⊆ U be a sublist such that: there exists
a sublistV1 ⊆ V similar to U1 for which U ′ := U \ U1

and V ′ := V \ V1 are coprime lists. LetU ′, V ′ be of size
d′. If d′ = 0 thenU, V are indeed similar and we are done
already. So assume thatd′ > 0. By the hypothesis and Fact
9, for all i ∈ [r], there exists a matchingπ′

i betweenU, V
by Ii such that:U1, V1 are similar underπ′

i and π′
i is a

matching betweenU ′, V ′ by Ii. Our subsequent argument
will only consider the latter property ofπ′

i for all i ∈ [r].
Intuitively, it is best to think of the variousπ′

is as bipartite
matchings. The graphG = (U ′, V ′, E) has vertices labelled
with the respective form. For eachπ′

i and eachℓ ∈ U ′, we
add an (undirected) edge tagged withIi betweenℓ andπ′

i(ℓ).
There may be many tagged edges between a pair of vertices5.
We callπ′

i(ℓ) the Ii-neighbor ofℓ (and vice versa, since the
edges are undirected). Abusing notation, we usevertex to
refer to a form inU ′ ∪ V ′. We will denote

⋃

j≤i Ii by Ji.
We will now show that there cannot be more than

(log2 d + 2) such perfect matchings inG. The proof is
done by following an iterative process that hasr phases, one
for eachIi. This is essentially the coloring process that we
described earlier. We maintain a partial basis for the forms
in U ′ ∪ V ′ which will be updated iteratively. This basis is
kept in the setB. Note that although we only want to span
U ′ ∪V ′, we will use forms in the variousIi’s for spanning.

We start with emptyB and initialize by adding some
ℓ ∈ U ′ to B. In the ith round, we will add all forms in
Ii to B. All forms of U ′ ∪ V ′ in sp({ℓ} ∪ Ji) are now
spanned. We then proceed to the next round. To introduce
some colorful terminology, agreenvertex is one that is in
the setsp(B) (a form in (U ′ ∪V ′)∩ sp(B)). Here is a nice
fact : at the end of a round, the number of green vertices in
U ′ andV ′ are the same. Why? All forms ofI1 are inB, at
the end of any round. Let vertexv be green, sov ∈ sp(B).
The I1-neighbor ofv is a linear combination ofv and I1.
Therefore, the neighbor is insp(B) and is colored green.
This shows that the number of green vertices inU ′ is equal
to the number of those inV ′.

Let i0 ∈ [r] be the least index such that{ℓ}, I1, . . . , Ii0

are not orthogonal, if it does not exist then seti0 := r + 1.
Now we have the following easy claim.

Claim 11. The sets{ℓ}, I1, . . . , Ii0−1 are orthogonal and
the sets:

{ℓ} ∪ Ji0 , Ii0+1, . . . , Ir

are orthogonal.

Proof of Claim 11. The ideals {ℓ}, I1, . . . , Ii0−1 are
orthogonal by the minimality ofi0.

5It can be shown, using the orthogonality of theIi’s, that an edge can
have at mosttwo distinct tags.

As I1, . . . , Ii0 are orthogonal but{ℓ}, I1, . . . , Ii0 are
not orthogonal we deduce that{ℓ} ∈ sp(Ji0). Thus,
{ℓ} ∪ sp(Ji0) = sp(Ji0) which is orthogonal to the sets
Ii0+1, . . . , Ir by the orthogonality ofI1, . . . , Ir. �

We now show that the green vertices double in at least
(r − 2) many rounds.

Claim 12. For i 6∈ {1, i0}, the number of green vertices
doubles in thei-th round.

Proof of Claim 12. Let ℓ′ be a green vertex, say inU ′, at
the end of the(i − 1)th round (B = {ℓ} ∪ Ji−1). Consider
the Ii-neighbor ofℓ′. This is inV ′ and is equal to(cℓ′ + v)
where c ∈ F∗ and v is a nonzeroelement insp(Ii) (this
is becauseU ′, V ′ are coprime). If this neighbor is green,
then v would be a linear combination of two green forms,
implying v ∈ sp(B). But by Claim 11,Ii is orthogonal toB,
implying v ∈ sp(B)∩sp(Ii) = {0} which is a contradiction.
Therefore, theIi-neighbor of any green vertex isnot green.
On addingIi to B, all these neighbors will become green.
This completes the proof. �

We started off with one green vertexℓ, andU ′, V ′ each
of sized′. This doubling can happen at mostlog2 d′ times,
implying that (r − 2) ≤ log2 d′.

C. Ordered Matchings and Simple Parts of Circuits

We start with looking at the particular kind of match-
ings that we get. Take two termsTa and Tb that survive
a round, where we find the form-idealI generated by
{ℓ1, ℓ2, · · · , ℓr}. At the end of the first iteration, we addℓ1
to I. No form inL(Ta)∪L(Tb) can be0(mod ℓ1). We match
some forms inTa to Tb via ℓ1-matchings. They are removed,
and then we proceed to the next iteration. We now match
some forms viasp({ℓ1, ℓ2}) matchings, none of which are
contained in this span. So in each iteration, the forms that are
matched (and then removed) are non-zero modulo the partial
I obtained by that iteration. We formalize this situation by
defining anordered matching.

Definition 13. [Ordered matching] Let U, V be lists of
linear forms and an ordered setI = {v1, . . . , vi} be a
form-ideal havingi ≥ 1 linearly independent linear forms.
A matchingπ betweenU, V by I is called anorderedI-
matchingif:

Let v0 be zero. For allℓ ∈ U , π(ℓ) = (cℓ + w) where
c ∈ F∗, and w ∈ sp(v0, . . . , vj) for somej satisfyingℓ /∈
sp(v0, . . . , vj).

Definition 14. [Subcircuits and regularity] For a non-
emptyQ ⊆ [k], thesubcircuitCQ of a ΣΠΣ(k, d) circuit C
is the sum

∑

j∈Q Tj . For a form-idealI we callCQ regular
mod I if ∀q ∈ Q, Tq 6≡ 0 (modI).

We are now ready for the other definitions. Although the
ideas are quite simple and intuitive, we have to be careful in
precisely defining these notions. We first provide intuitive,



but imprecise explanations of these concepts. We will then
proceed to give formal definitions.

[Gcd and sim parts] Take a subcircuitCQ that is regular
mod I as well as an identity modI. A maximal list of
forms, sayU , that divideTq(mod I) for all q ∈ Q, is called
the gcd of CQ(mod I). By unique factorization, for every
q ∈ Q, there is anI-matchingπq betweenU and a sublist
Uq ⊆ L(Tq). This is thegcd data ofCQ moduloI. If we
removeUq from eachTq, then (by accounting for constants
carefully) we get a simple(mod I) identity, thesim part of
CQ(mod I).

[Useful ideals, blocking subsets and matching data]
Let us try to see what happens at the end of a round. We
have a form-idealI that is orthogonal toS, and a blocking
subsetQ. In eachTq, for q ∈ Q, there is a listVq such
that all Vq ’s are mutually matched via orderedI-matchings
(these are really a collection ofgcd data). If we remove
Vq from eachTq (carefully accounting for constants), then
we have a circuit that is zero modI and has all its linear
forms in sp(S ∪ I) \ sp(I). This is because the round has
ended. Furthermore by rearranging forms,Vq can be made
disjoint tosp(S∪I)\sp(I). These end-of-a-round properties
are formalized by the following definition.

A form ideal I is useful wrt S if it satisfies the
following properties : There exists aQ ⊂ [k] (the
blocking subset) and a listV such that for allq ∈ Q, (1)
Vq = L(Tq)\(sp(S ∪ I)\sp(I)) is I-matched byτq from
V , and (2) if we removeVq from eachTq (taking care of
constant factors), then we end up with an identity(mod I).
We organize all these|Q| matchings in thematching data.

We now provide formal definitions of the concepts dis-
cussed above. Our main tool for formalizing the ideas given
above is the use ofscaling factors. This is a unique constant
associated with ordered matchings. We stress that this is not
necessary to understand the overall approach, and it is even
possible to read the later sections without getting into this
formalization. We suggest that the reader interested in just
the basic ideas should give only a cursory glance to the
following.

We will stick to the notation in Definition 13. For conve-
nience, letspj := sp(v0, · · · , vj). Let π(ℓ) = dℓ+w, where
w ∈ spj but ℓ 6∈ spj then the constantd is unique. Why? If
there were two such different constants, sayd andd′, then
both (π(ℓ)−dℓ) and(π(ℓ)−d′ℓ) would be inspj implying
that (d − d′)ℓ ∈ spj . That contradictsℓ 6∈ spj . Thus for a
fixed ℓ and an ordered matchingπ, d is uniquely determined.
This allows us to associate a well defined constant with
ordered matchings:

Definition 15. [Scaling factor] The scaling factor of an
ordered matchingπ betweenU and V is denoted bysc(π).
For each ℓ ∈ U , let dℓ be the unique constant such that
π(ℓ) = dℓℓ+w, wherew ∈ spj but ℓ 6∈ spj . Thensc(π) :=

∏

ℓ∈U dℓ. For emptyU , sc(π) is set to be1.

Let CQ be regular moduloI. Fix a q1 in Q. Let U be
a maximal sublist ofL(Tq1

) such thatM(U) divides Tq

modulo I for all q ∈ Q. Since R/I is isomorphic to a
polynomial ring, the nonconstant polynomials inR/I satisfy
unique factorization property, i.e. any polynomial inR that is
nonconstant moduloI uniquely factors modulo the ideal(I)
into polynomials irreducible moduloI. SinceCQ is regular
moduloI andU ⊆ L(Tq1

) is a maximal list such that∀q ∈
Q, M(U) | Tq(mod I):

• M(U) is a gcd of the polynomials{Tq | q ∈ Q}
modulo the ideal(I).

• For all q ∈ Q, there exists a sublistUq ⊆ L(Tq) and
a cq ∈ F∗ such thatM(Uq) ≡ cq · M(U) (mod I). By
unique factorization inR/I and regularity ofCQ modI
this gives an ordered matchingπq betweenU,Uq by I.
Also, by the definition of scaling factor of a matching,
πq satisfies:∀q ∈ Q, M(Uq) ≡ sc(πq)·M(U) (mod I).

Note that givenCQ and I there are many possibilities to
choose the listsU and{Uq | q ∈ Q} but they are all uniquely
determined upto similarity modulo the ideal(I) and that
will be good enough for our purposes. So we choose them
in some way, say the lexicographically smallest one unless
specified otherwise, and define the gcd data. Using the gcd
data ofCQ mod I we can extract out a smaller circuit from
CQ which we call the simple part.

Definition 16. [gcd and sim parts] Let C =
∑

j≤k Tj ,
Tj = αj M(L(Tj)). The gcd data ofCQ modulo I is the
following set of#Q matchings:

gcd(CQmodI) := {(πq, U, Uq) | q ∈ Q} (1)

The gcd of CQ(mod I) is just gcd(CQmodI) := M(U).
Thesimple part ofCQ mod I is the circuit:

sim(CQmodI) :=
∑

q∈Q

sc(πq)αq · M(L(Tq) \ Uq)

Definition 17. [Useful ideals, blocking subsets, and
matching data] Let C =

∑

j≤k Tj , Tj = αj M(L(Tj)).
The setS ⊆ L(R) andI is an ordered form-ideal orthogonal
to S. We callI useful inC wrt S if ∃Q ⊂ [k], 1 < #Q < k
with the following properties :

For all q ∈ Q, let Vq be L(Tq)\(sp(S ∪ I) \ sp(I)).
(Therefore,L(Tq) \ Vq ⊂ sp(S ∪ I) \ sp(I).)

• There exists a list of linear formsV such that for allq ∈
Q, there is an orderedI-matchingτq betweenV, Vq.

• The circuit
∑

q∈Q sc(τq)αq ·M(L(Tq)\Vq) is a regular
identity moduloI.

Such aQ we call ablocking subsetof C,S, I. By matching
dataof C,S, I,Q we will mean the set:

mdata(C,S, I,Q) := {(τq, V, Vq) | q ∈ Q}
We will call mdata(C,S, I,Q) trivial if the listsVq, q ∈ Q,



are all mutually similar.

From the matching data, we will exploit the fact that
for each pairq1, q2 ∈ Q, there is an orderedI-matching
betweenVq1

andVq2
. Nonetheless, we will represent these

#Q matchings viaV because it will be more convenient to
deal with the intermediategcd parts while we are building
I. We provide some useful facts (proof omitted) that shall
be used later.

Fact 18. Let π1 and π2 be orderedI-matchings between
lists U1, V1 and listsU2, V2 respectively. Thensc(π−1

1 ) =
sc(π1)

−1 and sc(π1 ⊔ π2) = sc(π1) · sc(π2).

Fact 19. If CQ is a regular modI subcircuit ofC then:
CQ ≡ gcd(CQmodI) · sim(CQmodI) (modI)
Additionally, if CQ is an identity modulo I then
sim(CQmodI) is a simple identity moduloI.

Fact 20. Let π be an ordered matching between listsU, V
of linear forms, by an ordered form-idealI = {v1, . . . , vi}.
If π is trivial then M(V ) = sc(π) · M(U). Thus all the
ordered matchings, between a given pair of similar lists,
have the same scaling factor.

Fact 21. Let S ⊆ L(R) and Q2 ⊆ Q1 ⊆ [k]. If
L(sim(CQ1

)) has all its linear forms insp(S), then all
the linear forms inL(sim(CQ2

)) are also insp(S).

Fact 22. Let S ⊆ L(R) and Q1, Q2 ⊆ [k] such that
Q1 ∩ Q2 6= φ. If L(sim(CQ1

)) and L(sim(CQ2
)) have

all their linear forms insp(S) then all the linear forms in
L(sim(CQ1∪Q2

)) are also insp(S).

D. Getting Useful Form-ideals

Given a setS that does not span all ofL(C), we can find
a form-ideal that is useful wrtS. As we mentioned earlier, in
a round we start withS, and end up with a usefulI through
various iterations. We now describe how a round works by
explaining the procedure in a single iteration.

An iteration starts with a partialI, and a simple regular
identity E in the ringR/I, which has multiplication terms
with indices in[k]. At least one of the forms inE is not in
sp(S ∪ I). At the beginning of the first iteration,E is set to
C andI is {0}.

A SINGLE ITERATION

1. Let ℓ be a form inE that is not insp(S ∪ I).
2. Add ℓ to I.
3. ConsiderE moduloI and letQ be the subset of indices
of nonzero multiplication terms.
4. Let U be thegcd of E(mod I), and let the gcd data be
gcd = {(πq, U, Uq) | q ∈ Q}.
5. If the fanin, |Q|, of E(mod I) is 2, stop the round.
6. If all forms in sim(Emod I) are contained insp(S ∪ I),
stop the round. Otherwise, setE to besim(Emod I)
and go to the next iteration.

Lemma 23. Let C be a simpleΣΠΣ(k, d) identity in R.
SupposeS ⊆ L(R) and L(C)\sp(S) is non-empty. Then a
round starting withS generates a form-idealI useful inC
wrt S.

Proof: As discussed before in the intuition, we generate
I in one round and the proof will be done by induction on
the number of iterations in this round. For convenience, we
set the end of the zero iteration to be the beginning of the
round. We will prove the following claim:

Claim 24. Consider the end of some iteration. There exists
a list V of forms such that : for allq in the currentQ, there
is a list Vq ⊆ L(Tq) that has an orderedI-matching toV .
Furthermore,M(L(Tq)\Vq) is similar to the term indexed
by q in sim(EmodI).

Proof of Claim 24.This is proven by induction on the
iterations. At the end of the zero iteration,E is just C and
I = {0}. By the simplicity ofC, sim(Emod I) is just C,
andQ = [k]. So all theVq ’s can be taken just empty.

Now, suppose that at the end of theith iteration, we have
an orderedI-matching fromVq to V for all q in the current
Q. In the (i + 1)th iteration we will denote byI ′ the set
I ∪ {ℓ}, E′ = sim(Emod I), and Q′ ⊂ Q the subset of
indices of non-zero terms inE′ modulo I ′. For a q ∈ Q′,
we have a listVq ⊆ L(Tq) and an orderedI-matchingτq

betweenV, Vq. All forms of Tq not in Vq are in E′. Now
consider theI ′-matchingπq betweenU,Uq obtained in this
iteration. No forms in these can be insp(I ′), sinceU is
gcd(E′mod I ′) and q ∈ Q′. Therefore,πq is an ordered
matching. We can take the disjoint union of these matchings
to get an orderedI ′-matchingτq ⊔ πq betweenV ∪ U and
Vq∪Uq. All forms in L(Tq)\(Vq∪Uq) are in theqth term of
sim(E′mod I ′). This completes the proof of the claim.�

The number of iterations in a round is at most(k − 2).
This is because after each iteration, the fanin of the circuit
E goes down by at least1. Therefore, there must be a last
iteration (signifying the end of the round). Consider the end
of the last iteration. If the fanin|Q| of E(mod I) is 2, then
by unique factorization,sim(Emod I) is empty. So, all the
forms insim(Emod I) are vacuously insp(S∪I), at the end
of a round. By the previous claim, there is a listV such that



for every survivingq ∈ Q, there is a sublistVq ⊆ L(Tq) and
an orderedI-matchingτq betweenV and Vq. By Fact 19,
we have thatE(mod I) is

∑

q∈Q sc(τq)αq ·M(L(Tq) \ Vq)
and is an identity (inR/I).

Let V ′
q := Vq \ (sp(S ∪ I)\sp(I)) (similarly, defineV ′).

Note that τq induces a matchingτ ′
q betweenV ′ and V ′

q .
Furthermore,

∑

q∈Q sc(τ ′
q)αq ·M(L(Tq) \ V ′

q ) is a multiple
of E(mod I) and is regular (each term in the above sum is
non-zero modI). Thus, form-idealI is useful inC wrt S.

To prove a rank bound for minimal and simpleΣΠΣ(k, d)
identity C, our plan is to start withS = φ and expand it
round-by-round by adding the forms of a form-ideal useful
wrt the currentS. To formalize this process we need the
notion of a chain of form-ideals. This is just a concise
representation of the matchings that we get from the various
rounds.

Definition 25. [Chain of form-ideals] Let C
be a ΣΠΣ(k, d) circuit. We define a chain of
form-ideals for C to be the ordered setT :=
{(C,S1, I1, Q1), . . . , (C,Sm, Im, Qm)} where:

• For all i ∈ [m], Si ⊆ L(R), Ii is a form-ideal
orthogonal toSi and Qi ⊆ [k].
• S1 = φ and for all 2 ≤ i ≤ m, Si = Si−1 ∪ Ii−1.
• For all i ∈ [m], Ii is useful inC wrt Si.
• For all i ∈ [m], Qi is a blocking subset ofC,Si, Ii.

We will usesp(T ) to meansp(Sm∪Im) and#T to denote
m, the length of T . The chainT is maximal if L(C) ⊆
sp(T ).

Using Lemma 23, it is easy to construct a maximal chain
T for C. The length of this chain can be used to bound the
rank.

Fact 26. Let C be a simpleΣΠΣ(k, d) identity. Then there
exists a maximal chain of form-idealsT for C. The rank of
C is at most(k − 2)(#T ).

Proof: We start withS1 = φ and anℓ ∈ L(C). By
Lemma 23 there is a form-idealI1 (containingℓ) useful in
C wrt S1 with blocking subset, say,Q1. So we have a chain
of form-ideals{(C,S1, I1, Q1)} to start with. Now ifL(C)
has all its elements insp(S1 ∪ I1) then the chain cannot be
extended any further and we are done. Otherwise, we can
again apply Lemma23 to get a form-idealI2 useful inC wrt
S2 := S1∪I1 with blocking subset, say,Q2. Thus, we have a
longer chain of form-ideals{(C,S1, I1, J1), (C,S2, I2, J2)}
now. We keep repeating till we have a chain of lengthm
whereL(C) ⊆ sp(Sm ∪ Im).

Note thatSm ∪ Im =
⋃

i≤m Im. EachIi is generated by
at most(k − 2) forms, so there is a basis forL(C) having
at most(k − 2)m forms.

We state a slightly stronger version of the main theorem of
this paper.

Theorem 27. If C is a simple and minimalΣΠΣ(k, d)
identity, then the length of any maximal chain of form-ideals
for C is at most

(

k
2

)

(log2 d + 3) + (k − 1).

E. Counting all Matchings: Proof of Theorem 27 (& Main
Theorem)

Let a maximal chain of form-idealsT for C be
{(C,S1, I1, J1), . . ., (C,Sm, Im, Jm)}. We will partition
the elements of the chain into three types according
to properties of the matchings that they represent. Each
of these types will be counted separately. Let theith
matching data bemdatai := mdata(C,Si, Ii, Qi) =:
{(τi,q, Vi, Vi,q) | q ∈ Qi}. For all q ∈ Qi, Vi,q is a sublist of
L(Tq) and τi,q is an ordered matching betweenVi, Vi,q by
Ii. By the definition of useful-ness of form-idealIi we have
thatVi,q is disjoint tosp(Si ∪ Ii)\ sp(Ii). Thus,Vi,q can be
partitioned into two sublists:Vi,q,0 := (ℓ ∈ Vi,q | ℓ ∈ sp(Ii))
and Vi,q,1 := (ℓ ∈ Vi,q | ℓ 6∈ sp(Si ∪ Ii)). Analogously, we
get Vi,0 and Vi,1. These partitions induce a corresponding
partition ofτi,q into τi,q,0 andτi,q,1: whereτi,q,0 (resp.τi,q,1)
is an orderedIi-matching betweenVi,0, Vi,q,0 (resp.Vi,1,
Vi,q,1).

Here are the three types ofmdatai’s:
[Type 1] There existq1, q2 ∈ Qi such thatVi,q1,1 is not

similar to Vi,q2,1.
[Type 2] There existq1, q2 ∈ Qi such thatVi,q1

is not
similar to Vi,q2

, but for all r1, r2 ∈ Qi, Vi,r1,1 and Vi,r2,1

are similar.
[Type 3] For all q1, q2 ∈ Qi, Vi,q1

is similar toVi,q2
.

We partition[m] into setsN1, N2, N3, which are the index
sets for themdata of types1, 2, 3 respectively. The domi-
nant term in Theorem 27 comes from#N1. If #N1 is large,
then by an averaging argument, for some pair(a, b), we find
many matchings between forms inTa andTb. These are all
orthogonal matchings, but are defined ondifferentsublists of
L(Ta) and L(Tb). Nonetheless, we can find two dissimilar
lists that are matched too many times. Invoking Lemma 10
gives us the required bound.

Lemma 28. #N1 ≤
(

k
2

)

(log2 d + 2).

Proof: For the sake of contradiction, let us assume
#N1 >

(

k
2

)

(log2 d+2). For eachmdatai (i ∈ N1), choose
an unordered pair of indicesPi = {q1, q2} such thatVi,q1,1

andVi,q2,1 are not similar. As there can be only
(

k
2

)

distinct
pairs, we get by an averaging argument that,s > (log2 d+2)
of the Pi’s are equal. LetPi1 = · · · = Pis

= {a, b} for
i1 < · · · < is ∈ N1. Now we will focus our attention
solely on the ordered matchingsµi := τi,b,1τ

−1
i,a,1 between

Vi,a,1, Vi,b,1 by Ii, for all i ∈ {i1, . . . , is}. The source of



contradiction is the fact that all these matchings are also
well defined on the ‘last’ pair of sublistsVis,a,1, Vis,b,1:

Claim 29. ∀i ∈ {i1, . . . , is}, µi induces an ordered match-
ing betweenVis,a,1, Vis,b,1 by Ii.

Proof of Claim 29.The claim is true fori = is so leti < is.
The matchingµi is an orderedIi-matching betweenVi,a,1,
Vi,b,1. For ℓ ∈ Vis,a,1, ℓ 6∈ sp(Sis

∪ Iis
). Sincei < is and

L(Ta) \ Vi,a,1 ⊂ sp(Si ∪ Ii), ℓ cannot be inL(Ta) \ Vi,a,1.
Therefore,ℓ is in Vi,a,1. So µi mapsℓ to some element in
Vi,b,1, showingµi is defined on thedomainVis,a,1.

So we knowµi mapsℓ ∈ Vis,a,1 to an elementµi(ℓ) ∈
Vi,b,1. As µi is an Ii-matching,µi(ℓ) = (cℓ + α) for some
c ∈ F∗ and α ∈ sp(Ii) ⊆ sp(Iis

), thus µi(ℓ) 6∈ sp(Sis
∪

Iis
) (recall ℓ 6∈ sp(Sis

∪ Iis
)). Thus µi(ℓ) cannot be in

L(Tb) \ Vis,b,1 (which has all its elements insp(Sis
∪ Iis

)).
As to begin withµi(ℓ) ∈ L(Tb) we get thatµi(ℓ) ∈ Vis,b,1.
Thus, µi maps an arbitraryℓ ∈ Vis,a,1 to µi(ℓ) ∈ Vis,b,1.
In other words,µi induces an ordered matching between
Vis,a,1, Vis,b,1 by Ii. �

This claim means that there ares > (log2 d+2) bipartite
matchings betweenVis,a,1, Vis,b,1 by orthogonal form-ideals
Ii1 , . . . , Iis

respectively. Lemma 10 implies that the lists
Vis,a,1, Vis,b,1 are similar. This contradicts the definition of
Pis

. Thus,#N1 ≤
(

k
2

)

(log2 d + 2).

For dealing with#N2, we use a slightly different argument
to get a better bound. We show that a Type 2 matching can
involve a pair of terms at most once.

Lemma 30. #N2 ≤
(

k
2

)

.

Proof: For the sake of contradiction, assume#N2 >
(

k
2

)

. For eachmdatai (i ∈ N2), let Pi be an unordered
pair (q1, q2) such thatVi,q1

is not similar toVi,q2
. Note that

becauseVi,q1,1 is similar to Vi,q2,1, it must be thatVi,q1,0 is
not similar toVi,q2,0. By the pigeon-hole principle, at least
two Pi’s are the same. SupposePi1 = Pi2 = {a, b} for
i1 < i2 ∈ N2.

Let ℓ ∈ Vi2,a,0 then by the definition ofVi2,a,0 we have
that ℓ ∈ sp(Ii2). This coupled withi1 < i2 means thatℓ
cannot be inL(Ta) \ Vi1,a,1 (which has all its elements in
sp(Si1 ∪ Ii1)). As to begin withℓ ∈ L(Ta) we get that
ℓ ∈ Vi1,a,1. Thus, Vi2,a,0 (Vi2,b,0) is a sublist ofVi1,a,1

(Vi1,b,1). From the useful-ness ofIi2 , the sublistVi2,a,0

(Vi2,b,0) collects all the linear forms inL(Ta) (L(Tb)) that
are in sp(Ii2) while from the useful-ness ofIi1 the sublist
L(Ta)\Vi1,a,1 (L(Tb)\Vi1,b,1) is disjoint fromsp(Ii2). Thus,
the sublistVi2,a,0 (Vi2,b,0) collects all the linear forms in
Vi1,a,1 (Vi1,b,1) that are insp(Ii2). This together with the
similarity of Vi1,a,1 and Vi1,b,1 gives us (by Fact 8) that
Vi2,a,0 and Vi2,b,0 are similar, which contradicts the way
Pi2 = {a, b} was defined. Thus,#N2 ≤

(

k
2

)

.

Bounding#N3 requires a completely different set of ideas.

So far the minimality of the circuitC has not played a role.
We will show that if there are too many Type3 matchings,
then the circuit must be non-minimal. This proof requires
us to carefully trace the various terms involved in Type3
matchings, and the properties oforderedmatchings are put
to good use (in particular the notion of thescaling factor).
Our aim is to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 31. #N3 ≤ (k − 1).

We shall use a combinatorial picture of how the chain
of form-ideals connects the various multiplication terms
through matchings. We will describe an evolvingforest F
and only deal with Type 3mdatai.

Initially, the forest F consists ofk isolated vertices,
each representing thek termsT1, · · · , Tk. We process each
mdatai in increasing order of thei’s, and update the forest
F accordingly. We will refer to this asaddingmdatai to F .
At any intermediate state, the forestF will be a collection
of rooted trees with a total ofk leaves.

Definition 32. ConsiderF whenmdatai is processed. If all
of Qi belongs to a single tree inF , thenmdatai is called
internal. Otherwise, it is calledexternal.

If mdatai is internal,F remains unchanged. While each
time we encounter an externalmdatai, we update the forest
F as follows. We create a new root node labelled with
mdatai (abusing notation, we refer tomdatai as a node),
and for any tree ofF that contains aTq, q ∈ Qi, we make
the root of this tree a child ofmdatai.

Fact 33. The total number of external matchings is at most
(k − 1).

Proof: Note that each externalmdatai reduces the
number of trees in the forestF by at least one. As initially
F hask trees and at every point of the process it will have
at least one tree, we get the claim.

It remains to count the number of internal matchings.
Whenever we encounter an internalmdatai, we can always
associate it with some rootmdatai′ of F such thati′ < i
and all ofQi is in the tree rooted atmdatai′ .

Lemma 34. If mdatai is internal, then the subcircuitCQi

is identically zero inR. Therefore, by the minimality ofC,
no mdatai can be internal.

This lemma with the previous fact immediately imply that
#N3 ≤ (k− 1). We now set the stage to prove this lemma.
Take any Type3 mdatai. By the triviality of mdatai, the
lists in {Vi,q | q ∈ Qi} are mutually similar. By the useful-
ness ofIi the lists in{L(Tq)\ Vi,q | q ∈ Qi} have all their
forms in sp(Si ∪ Ii) \ sp(Ii). Furthermore,Di :=

∑

q∈Qi

sc(τi,q)αq M(L(Tq) \ Vi,q) is a regular identity moduloIi.
Our aim is to remove the forms inDi which are common
factors (not mod Ii, but mod0). This gives us a new circuit



(quite naturally, that will turn out to besim(CQi
)) that is

still an identity (mod Ii). In other words, start with the
subcircuit CQi

, and remove all common factors from this
subcircuit. This is expected to be bothsim(CQi

) and an
identity modIi.

Using this we will actually show that ifmdatai is internal
thensim(CQi

) is an identity(mod 0). Then we can multiply
the common factors back, andCQi

would be an absolute
identity (violating minimality of C). We proceed to show
this rigorously. We have to carefully deal with field constants
to ensure thatsim(CQi

) is indeed a factor ofDi.

Claim 35. For Type 3mdatai, the circuit sim(CQi
) is an

identity modIi and has all its forms insp(Si ∪ Ii).

Proof: Let the gcd data ofDi be:

gcd(Di) := {(πi,q, Ui, Ui,q) | q ∈ Qi}
whereUi,q is a sublist ofL(Tq)\Vi,q andπi,q is an ordered
matching betweenUi, Ui,q by {0}. Note that this isnot
mod Ii, even thoughDi is an identity only modIi.

By Facts 18 and 19 we can ‘stitch’U ’s andV ’s to get:
• τ ′

i,q := τi,q⊔πi,q is an ordered matching betweenV ′
i :=

Vi ∪ Ui, V ′
i,q := Vi,q ∪ Ui,q by Ii.

• D′
i :=

∑

q∈Qi
sc(τ ′

i,q)αq M(L(Tq) \V ′
i,q), is a regular

identity moduloIi.
Let qm be the minimum element inQi. We have that
τ ′
i,qτ

′−1
i,qm

is an orderedIi-matching between the similar
lists V ′

i,qm
, V ′

i,q. By Fact 20, we can construct an ordered
matchingµi,q betweenV ′

i,qm
, V ′

i,q by {0}, with scaling factor
equal tosc(τ ′

i,q τ ′−1
i,qm

) = sc(τ ′
i,q)/sc(τ ′

i,qm
).

The wayD′
i is constructed it is clear thatD′

i is a simple
circuit. This combined with the similarity ofV ′

i,qm
, V ′

i,q

underµi,q implies that the following set of#Qi matchings:
{

(µi,q, V
′
i,qm

, V ′
i,q) | q ∈ Qi

}

is a gcd data ofCQi
modulo (0) and the corresponding

simple part is:

sim(CQi
) =

∑

q∈Qi

sc(µi,q)αqM(L(Tq) \ V ′
i,q)

=
∑

q∈Qi

sc(τ ′
i,q)

sc(τ ′
i,qm

)
αqM(L(Tq) \ V ′

i,q)

=
1

sc(τ ′
i,qm

)
· D′

i

Thus, sim(CQi
) is a regular identity modIi as well.

Also, by the useful-ness ofIi, sim(CQi
) has all its forms

in sp(Si ∪ Ii). This completes the proof.
We now use the structure ofF to show relationships

between the various connected terms.

Claim 36. At some stage, letmdatai be a root node of
F . Let X be a subset of the leaves ofmdatai. Then
L(sim(CX)) is a subset ofsp(Si ∪ Ii).

Proof: Let the indices of all the external Type 3mdata
be (in order)i1, i2, · · · . We prove the claim by induction on
the order in whichF is processed. For the base case, let
i := i1. ConsiderF just aftermdatai is added. The leaves of
mdatai are all inQi. By Claim 35,L(sim(CQi

)) ⊂ sp(Si∪
Ii). Any X is a subset ofQi. By Fact 21,L(sim(CX)) ⊂
sp(Si ∪ Ii).

For the induction step, consider an externalmdatai.
When this is processed, a series of trees rooted at
mdataj1 ,mdataj2 , · · · will be made children ofmdatai.
Every jr is less thani. Let Yr denote the leaves of the tree
mdatajr

. Note thatYr ∩Qi 6= φ. By the induction hypothe-
sis,L(sim(CYr

)) is a subset ofsp(Sjr
∪Ijr

) (⊂ sp(Si∪Ii)).
Let Z1 be Qi ∪ Y1. By Fact 22 applied tosim(CY1

) and
sim(CQi

), we have thatL(sim(CZ1
)) is in sp(Si∪Ii)). Let

Z2 beZ1∪Y2. We can apply the same argument to show that
L(sim(CZ2

)) is in sp(Si ∪ Ii)). With repeated applications,
we get that forZ =

⋃

r Yr, L(sim(CZ)) ⊂ sp(Si ∪ Ii)).
Note thatZ is the set of all leaves of the tree rooted at
mdatai. By Fact 21,L(CX) ⊂ sp(Si ∪ Ii), completing the
proof.

We are finally armed with all the tools to prove Lemma 34.

Proof: (of Lemma 34) Consider some internalmdatai.
All the elements ofQi are leaves in the tree rooted at some
mdataj , for j < i. By Claim 36,L(sim(CQi

)) ⊂ sp(Sj ∪
Ij). But by Claim 35,sim(CQi

) ≡ 0 (mod Ii). SinceIi is
orthogonal tosp(Sj ∪ Ij), Fact 6 tells us thatsim(CQi

) is
an identity (mod0). Therefore,CQi

is an identity.

F. Factors of aΣΠΣ(k, d) Circuit: Proof of Theorem 4

The ideal matching technique is quite robust and can be
used to prove Theorem 4. LetC be a simple, minimal,
nonzero circuit with top fanink and degree boundd (so the
different terms may have different degrees) that computes
a polynomialp(x1, · · · , xn). We remind the reader of the
definition ofL(p). Let us factorizep into

∏

i qi, where each
qi is irreducible. ThenL(p) denotes the set oflinear factors
of p (that is,qi ∈ L(p) if qi is linear).

For any q ∈ L(p), C ≡ 0 (mod q), therefore we
can generate a form-ideal useful inC and involving q.
Using these we can create a chain of form-ideals whose
span containsL(p), and all our counting lemmas for the
matchings of types1, 2, 3 will follow. As a result, we get a
bound of(k3 log d) on the rank ofL(p).



III. H IGH RANK IDENTITIES

The following identity was constructed in [10]: overF2

(with r > 2),

C(x1, . . . , xr)

:=
∏

b1,...,br−1∈F2

b1+···+br−1≡1

(b1x1 + · · · + br−1xr−1)

+
∏

b1,...,br−1∈F2

b1+···+br−1≡0

(xr + b1x1 + · · · + br−1xr−1)

+
∏

b1,...,br−1∈F2

b1+···+br−1≡1

(xr + b1x1 + · · · + br−1xr−1)

It was shown that, overF2, C is a simple and minimalΣΠΣ
zero circuit of degreed = 2r−2 with k = 3 multiplication
terms andrank(C) = r = log2 d + 2. For this section let
S1(x), S2(x), S3(x) denote the three multiplication terms of
C. We now build a high rank identity based onS1, S2, S3.
Our basic step is given by the following lemma that was
used in [9] to construct identities of rank(3k − 2).

Lemma 37. [9] Let Di(yi,1, . . . , yi,ri
) :=

∑ki

j=1 Tj be a
simple, minimal and zeroΣΠΣ circuit, overF2, with degree
di, fanin ki and rankri. Define a new circuit overF2 using
Di and C:

Di+1(yi,1, . . . , yi,ri+r) :=





ki−1
∑

j=1

Tj



 · S1(yi,ri+1, . . . , yi,ri+r)

−Tki
· S2(yi,ri+1, . . . , yi,ri+r) − Tki

· S3(yi,ri+1, . . . , yi,ri+r)

ThenDi+1 is a simple, minimal and zeroΣΠΣ circuit with
degreedi+1 = (di + d), fanin ki+1 = (ki + 1) and rank
ri+1 = (ri + r).

Proof: Since C is an identity, we get that
S2(yi,ri+1, . . . , yi,ri+r) + S3(yi,ri+1, . . . , yi,ri+r) =
−S1(yi,ri+1, . . . , yi,ri+r). Therefore,

Di+1(yi,1, . . . , yi,ri+r)

=
(

ki−1
∑

j=1

Tj

)

S1(yi,ri+1, . . . , yi,ri+r)

− Tki
(S2(yi,ri+1, . . . , yi,ri+r) + S3(yi,ri+1, . . . , yi,ri+r))

=
(

ki−1
∑

j=1

Tj

)

· S1(yi,ri+1, . . . , yi,ri+r)

+Tki
S1(yi,ri+1, . . . , yi,ri+r)

=
(

ki
∑

j=1

Tj

)

· S1(yi,ri+1, . . . , yi,ri+r) = 0

The termsTj do not share any variables withSℓ (ℓ ∈
{1, 2, 3}). SinceDi and C are simple,Di+1 is also sim-
ple. SupposeDi+1 is not minimal. We have some subset

P ⊂ [1, ki − 1] such thatC ′ := (
∑

j∈P Tj)S1 −α2Tki
S2 −

α3Tki
S3 = 0, whereα2, α3 ∈ {0, 1}. If both α2 and α3

are1, then we get(
∑

j∈P Tj)S1 + Tki
S1 = 0, now P must

be the whole set[1, ki − 1], becauseDi is minimal. On the
other hand, if bothα2, α3 are 0, then (

∑

j∈P Tj)S1 = 0
which is impossible asDi is minimal. The only remaining
possibility is (wlog) (

∑

j∈P Tj)S1 − Tki
S2 = 0. As S1 is

coprime toS2 andTki
, this is impossible. Therefore,Di+1

is minimal.
It is easy to see the parameters ofDi+1: ki+1 = (ki + 1)

and di+1 = (di + 1). Because theTj ’s do not share any
variables withSℓ’s, the rankri+1 = (ri + r).

Family of High Rank Identities: Now we will start
with D0 := C(y0,1, . . . , y0,r) and apply the above lemma
iteratively. Thei-th circuit we get isDi with degreedi =
(i + 1)d, fanin ki = i + 3 and rankri = (i + 1)r = (i +
1)(log2 d + 2). So ri relates toki, di as:

ri = (ki − 2)

(

log2

di

ki − 2
+ 2

)

.

Also it can be seen that ifd > i then di

ki−2 ≥
√

di. Thus after
simplification, we have for any3 ≤ i < d, ri > ki

3 · log2 di.
This gives us an infinite family ofΣΠΣ(k, d) identities over
F2 with rank Ω(k log d). A similar family can be obtained
over F3 as well.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It would be very interesting to leverage the matching
technique to design identity testing algorithms. By unique
factorization, matchings can be easily detected in polynomial
time, and it is also not hard to search forI-matchings
involving a specific set of forms inI. We prove that depth-3
identities exhibit structural properties described by theideal
matchings. Can we reverse these theorems? In other words,
can we show that certain collections of matchings are present
iff C is an identity? This could lead to a polynomial time
identity tester forall depth-3 circuits.

There is still a gap between our upper bound for the rank
of O(k3 log d) and the lower bound ofΩ(k log d). We feel
that (k log d) is the right answer and a more careful analysis
of the matchings could prove this. Far more interesting
would be to improve the current rank bound for depth-
3 identities overR. Recently, Kayal and Saraf [14] gave
a bound of2O(k log k). We believe that this bound can be
brought down to poly(k) using our techniques.
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